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Table II summarizes the results of ASIC implementation along with
other LDPC decoders available in the literature [7], [9]–[11]. For fair
comparison with other reported architectures, throughput results for
the proposed architecture were obtained assuming five iterations, 96
CNPUs, rate 1/2 code, and block length of 2304 bits. However, with an
increase in the number of iterations the throughput would reduce, for
example, with 15 iterations the throughput would be 364 Mbps. When
operating at smaller code lengths, all the 96 CNPUs are not needed and
hence can be shutdown to save power. Throughput can be further increased by adding additional pipeline stages but increases the overhead
on area and power dissipation. For example, by adding one pipeline
stage in the min unit the LDPC decoder can be run at a maximum
clock frequency of 200 MHz. However, the area and power dissipation would be 1.3 million gates and 2 W respectively. The energy per
bit per iteration of the proposed architecture is 87.10 pJ/bits/iteration.
Although [7] has energy per bit per iteration of 7.4 pJ/bits/iteration, it
only supports single code rate and a small code length regular LDPC
code. Furthermore, the proposed architecture supports any check node
degree, without the requirement of any reconfiguration and can accommodate changes to code rate and code length on-the-fly.

VI. CONCLUSION
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A generic scalable architecture for the min function involved in the
min-sum/offset-min-sum algorithm is proposed that supports both irregular and regular LDPC codes with check nodes of any degree. For an
LDPC code with check node of maximum degree d, the proposed architecture consists of 2(d 0 2) 2 2 1 multiplexers and 3(d 0 2) two-input
CSUs. The unpipelined version of proposed architecture has latency
of [2dlog2 (d)e 0 2]tdc when dlog2 (d)e 0 log2 (d) < log2 (4=3) else
[2dlog2 (d)e 0 3]tdc , with tdc representing the delay of a two-input
CSU. It also fares well against LDPC decoders currently available in
the literature in terms of area, throughput, code rates/lengths supported,
reconfigurability, and scalability. By performing the minimum search
in a parallel fashion, the proposed min unit removes the bottleneck toward achieving a higher throughput generic scalable LDPC decoder
architecture.

Abstract—In ultra-deep submicrometer (UDSM) technologies, the current paradigm of using copper (Cu) interconnects for on-chip global communication is rapidly becoming a serious performance bottleneck. In this
paper, we perform a system level evaluation of Carbon Nanotube (CNT)
interconnect alternatives that may replace conventional Cu interconnects.
Our analysis explores the impact of using CNT global interconnects on the
performance and energy consumption of several multi-core chip multiprocessor (CMP) applications. Results from our analysis indicate that with improvements in fabrication technology, CNT-based global interconnects can
significantly outperform Cu-based global interconnects.
Index Terms—Carbon nanotubes, chip multiprocessors, global interconnects, system level design.

I. INTRODUCTION
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As technology scales into the ultra-deep submicrometer (UDSM)
region, poor interconnect scaling has made interconnect design a major
bottleneck for emerging multi-core chip multiprocessors (CMPs) that
have tens to hundreds of components integrated on a single chip [1].
According to the International Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS)
[2], global interconnect performance in particular has become one of
the semiconductor industry’s topmost challenges. With technology
scaling, conventional copper (Cu)-based global interconnects have
become increasingly susceptible to electromigration, rising crosstalk
coupling noise, and parasitic resistivity, which has reduced reliability
and performance [3]. There is therefore a critical need to investigate
innovative global interconnect alternatives to Cu.
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Recently, there has been tremendous interest in carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) as a possible replacement for Cu interconnects in future technologies [4], [5]. Depending on the direction in which they are rolled
(referred to as chirality) CNTs can behave either as semiconductors
or conductors. Conducting (or metallic) CNTs are highly resistant to
electromigration and other sources of physical breakdown, can support
very high current densities with very little performance degradation,
and have much better conductivity properties compared to Cu [4].
CNTs can be broadly classified into single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) [6], [7] and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
[8], [9]. SWCNTs consist of a single sheet of graphene rolled into a
cylindrical tube, with a diameter in the nanometer range. MWCNTs
consist of two or more SWCNTs concentrically wrapped around each
other, with diameters ranging from a few to several hundred nanometers. For on-chip global interconnects, bundles of SWCNTs and mixed
SWCNT/MWCNTs are also of special interest because of their superior conductivity properties. A SWCNT bundle consists of several
SWCNTs packed in parallel [8], whereas a mixed SWCNT/MWCNT
bundle consists of a combination of SWCNTs and MWCNTs packed
in parallel [9].
The question arises: how do CNTs compare against Cu as global interconnect materials? While there has been a lot of interest in CNTbased interconnects in recent years, there are few studies that compare CNT interconnects with Cu interconnects at the system-level for
emerging CMPs. In this paper, we present such a comparative analysis.
We investigate the performance and energy impact of using the four
CNT-based global interconnect alternatives discussed above in place
of conventional Cu global interconnects at the system-level for several
CMP applications. Detailed RLC equivalent circuit models are used to
capture the statistical distribution of metallic CNTs while accurately incorporating recent experimental and theoretical results on inductance,
crosstalk capacitance and ohmic resistance. These models are incorporated into a system level simulation environment to estimate the impact
of using CNT-based global interconnects on the overall performance
and energy consumption of several heterogeneous CMP applications
with diverse data traffic profiles.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in studying the properties
of CNTs. Researchers have developed RLC circuit models for CNT
interconnect alternatives and compared their performance with Cu interconnects at the circuit level. Raychowdhury et al. [6] and Naeemi et
al. [7] presented RLC circuit models for isolated SWCNTs. Srivastava
et al. [10] presented circuit models for SWCNT bundles and compared
sparse and dense bundle propagation delays with propagation delays
in conventional Cu interconnects. Naeemi et al. [8] presented an RLC
circuit model for MWCNTs which was modified by Li et al. [11] for
more accurate conductance analysis. Nieuwoudt et al. [12] explored the
problem of optimal MWCNT dimensions and diameter sizing. Haruehanroengra et al. [9] and Wang et al. [13] proposed conductance and
inductance models for mixed SWCNT/MWCNT bundles.
To date however, little work has been done to analyze the impact
of using CNT interconnects instead of Cu interconnects at the systemlevel. The work that comes closest to our goal is by Rossi et al. [14] in
which a dual-walled CNT global bus was presented and experiments
performed to show that it has a lower propagation delay compared to
SWCNT buses. Unlike [14], in this paper we explore a variety of CNT
based global interconnects for emerging CMP applications and present
comparisons with conventional Cu global interconnects.
III. CNT GLOBAL INTERCONNECT RLC MODELS
In this section we present a brief overview of RLC circuit models for
the four CNT global interconnect candidates.
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1) SWCNT: Each conducting channel in a CNT has two modes
due to spin degeneracy, and has a quantum resistance RQ = h=2e2 =
12.9 K , kinetic inductance LK = h=4e2 vF = 8 nH=m, and
quantum capacitance CQ = 4e2 =hvF = 194 aF=m, where h is
the Planck’s constant, e is the elementary charge, and VF is the
Fermi-velocity of CNTs [5], [15]. For low bias voltage (<0.16 V for
global wires [16]) there also exists scattering induced resistance per
unit length RS = RQ =, where  is the mean free path (MFP) of
CNT (  1 m for SWCNTs [6]). A SWCNT has two channels
due to lattice degeneracy, hence a total of four conduction modes.
For parallel SWCNTs, there also exists an electrostatic capacitance
per unit length with the ground CEG = 2"= cos h01 (2H=dt ) and
a coupling capacitance per unit length with any adjacent SWCNTs
CEG = "= cos h01 (s=dt), where " is the dielectric permittivity, H
is the distance between the SWCNT and ground, s is the inter-SWCNT
spacing, and dt is the SWCNT diameter. The quantum capacitance
is in series with a parallel combination of electrostatic and coupling
capacitances.
2) SWCNT Bundle: Since an SWCNT bundle consists of
several individual SWCNTs in parallel, the effective resistance
RSWCNT bundle = RSWCNT =nCNT where nCNT is the number of
conducting SWCNTs in the bundle, characterized by the metallic
density (Pm ) parameter. Pm refers to the probability that an SWCNT
in the bundle is metallic (i.e., conducting). The value of Pm = 1=3
[1] with today’s best fabrication techniques. The coupling and electrostatic capacitances to the ground of a highly metallic SWCNT
bundle (Pm = 1) have been analyzed extensively using the field
solvers RAPHAEL [6] and FastCap [16], and found to be equal to
the respective capacitances of a Cu wire with the same cross-sectional dimensions. For more realistic SWCNT metallic densities
(Pm = 1=3), capacitance was shown to decrease very slowly (20%
lower even for as few as four SWCNTs at the corners), than for a
densely packed bundle [6]. The effective quantum capacitance of a
SWCNT bundle is negligible compared to its electrostatic counterparts [16]. The inductance of the SWCNT bundle can be derived
using the partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) model [17] as
LSWCNT bundle = (LK =4nCNT + LM ):l, where magnetic inductance Lm  1.6 pH=m at the 22 nm node.
3) MWCNT: The building blocks of MWCNTs are concentric SWCNTs of varying diameters, with the number of shells
NS = 1 + (Douter Dinner )=2 , where  = 0.34 nm (van der Waals
distance) is the spacing between adjacent concentric shells, and Douter
and Dinner are the maximum and minimum shell diameters. The ratio
of Dinner =Douter has been observed to vary from 0.35 to 0.8 [8].
The approximate number of conduction channels of each shell in a
MWCNT is [9]: Nchan=shell  (aD + b), where D is the shell diameter
(> 6 nm), a = 0.0612 nm01 , and b = 0:425. Similar to a SWCNT,
for each shell, resistance Rshell = (RQ + RS :l)=Nchan=shells ,
quantum capacitance CQ=shell = CQ :Nchan=shell and kinetic inductance LK=shell = LK =Nchan=shell . An inter-shell resistance
(Rr  10 k =m [14]) must also be considered to account for the
inter-shell tunnel transport phenomenon. The metallic shell in an
MWCNT constitutes an effective electrostatic shield for its inner
shells. Thus the capacitance between an internal shell and ground, and
between nonadjacent shells can be safely neglected. The electrostatic
capacitance per unit length between the outermost MWCNT shell
and the ground and coupling capacitance between the outer shells of
adjacent MWCNTs is calculated using the relations for SWCNTs,
presented earlier. The electrostatic coupling capacitance between
adjacent shells in a MWCNT (CESC ) is derived from a conventional
metallic coaxial configuration [18]: CESC = 2"=ln(d1=d2), where
d1; d2 are shell diameters. Lm is calculated using the equivalent
conductivity method [13].
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4) Mixed SWCNT/MWCNT Bundles: A mixed bundle consists of
SWCNTs with a diameter d and MWCNTs with various diameters
Dinner  di  Douter . It has been shown [3] that the outer MWCNT
diameters (Douter ) follow a normal (Gaussian) distribution. The resistance of a mixed bundle depends on the tube count, which in turn
depends on the value of Douter , the mean diameter Douter , and the
standard deviation Douter . Details of resistance calculations can be
found in [3] and [9]. The capacitive characteristics of a mixed bundle
have been shown to predominantly be determined by the cross sectional
dimensions of a bundle [1]. Therefore the capacitance is similar to that
of a SWCNT bundle with the same dimensions. The total kinetic inductance of a mixed bundle is the parallel inductance value of all the
conduction channels in the bundle, and calculated similar to that for
a SWCNT bundle. Lm is calculated using the equivalent conductivity
method [13].

Fig. 1. Cu versus CNT global interconnect delay comparison (45–22 nm).

TABLE I
CMP APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Propagation Delay Comparison
In our first experiment we compared the global wire delay of Cu and
CNT interconnect alternatives across the 45–22 nm UDSM technology
nodes. We performed electrical level simulation with HSPICE using
the equivalent RLC circuit models for CNTs from the previous section
and RLC models for Cu derived from [19] and [20]. We implemented
optimal repeater sizing and insertion for both Cu and CNT wires [21].
The node driver resistance, load capacitance, and process parameters
were obtained from ITRS specifications [2]. Since global wire width
is much larger than minimum wire width (Wmin ) to improve delay,
power and bandwidth characteristics, we used a global wire width value
of 5Wmin which optimizes the power-delay product for Cu wires [22].
An aspect ratio of three was chosen based on ITRS specifications [2].
For comparison purposes, we used the same width and aspect ratios for
the SWCNT and mixed bundles. For the mixed bundle, we assumed
Douter = 4.2 nm and D
= 1.25 nm [3]. The SWCNT diameter
was assumed to be 1 nm. The ratio between outer to inner diameters for
MWCNTs was assumed to be 0.5. The spacing between adjacent wires
was assumed to be the same as the wire width (5Wmin ). The CNT mean
free path  = 1 m and metallic density Pm = 1=3, while Cu MFP
length was assumed to be 40 nm. All of these values are practically
achievable today by using prevalent fabrication techniques.
Fig. 1 shows the average signal propagation speedup for CNTs. The
y -axis depicts the ratio of propagation delay of copper t(Cu) and CNTs
t(CNT), averaged for global wires (>1 mm in length) using Monte
Carlo simulations across the 45–22 nm nodes. The isolated SWCNT
has been omitted from the analysis and the figure because of its much
higher propagation delay (almost 1002 more) compared to Cu, due to
its extremely small cross-section area and higher resistance. Thus isolated SWCNTs are unsuitable as global interconnects. From the figure,
all the other CNT alternatives have lower interconnect delays compared
to Cu. The MWCNT wire in particular has a much lower delay due to
its large concentric tubes having greater MFP lengths which improves
conductivity over Cu. A mixed bundle has many large MWCNTs with
several shells and more conduction channels than SWCNT bundles of
the same dimensions. That is why mixed bundles are better conductors
than SWCNT bundles.
B. System-Level Performance and Energy Analysis
For our next experiment, we selected several multi-core CMP applications to analyze the overall performance and energy impact of
using CNT global interconnects at the system-level. The applications
are selected from the well known SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [23],
as well as from the networking domain. These applications are parallelized and implemented on multiple cores. The entire chip is assumed

to be partitioned into clusters (or islands) of heterogeneous computation cores. Each cluster consists of tightly coupled cores (processors,
memories etc.) optimized for dedicated tasks (e.g., packet encryption,
image processing, etc.) and interconnected via local bus-based Cu links
that support high data bandwidths. Global pipelined links (shared bus
or point-to-point) are used to interconnect the clusters. Table I summarizes the implementation details of the CMP applications, which were
modeled in SystemC [24] using a fast transaction-based bus cycle accurate (T-BCA) modeling abstraction [25]. The cores in each cluster
were modeled at the behavioral level granularity, while the communication at the inter- and intra-cluster level was modeled at a cycle accurate granularity. Each of the applications was simulated with testbench
traffic to quickly ( few hours) and accurately estimate performance
of the implementations. The various cores were interconnected using
the AMBA AXI standard interface protocol, with a 32 bit address bus
width and 64 bit read and write data buses.
Our analysis was performed for the 22-nm technology node (2016
node of ITRS [2]) and the interconnect fabric was clocked at frequencies ranging from 1–10 GHz to support data transfer rates in the
hundreds of Gbps range for future high performance systems. A high
level floorplanner (PARQUET [26]) was used to create an early layout
of the CMP applications, and wire lengths were calculated using
Manhattan distance. Latches were inserted on global interconnects
wherever necessary, to pipeline interconnects and ensure correct
synchronous operation.
Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the performance improvement (speedup in
CMP application execution time) when using SWCNT bundle, mixed
SWCNT/MWCNT and MWCNT bundle global interconnects, instead
of Cu global interconnects, for the 22-nm node, with the interconnect
fabric clocked at 10 GHz. Fig. 2(a) shows the results for the case
when imperfect metal-CNT contacts are assumed. A high metal-CNT
contact resistance of 100 K is added at each metal-CNT junction to
account for the excessive electron scattering at imperfect metal-CNT
junctions. It can be seen that the application performance with CNT
global interconnects is worse than with Cu global interconnects. This
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Fig. 3. Communication architecture energy consumption for CNT global interconnects, normalized to the energy dissipation with Cu base case.

Fig. 2. System level performance speedup for CNTs global interconnects with
(a) imperfect metal-CNT contacts and (b) perfect metal-CNT contacts.

is primarily an artifact of the poor metal-CNT contacts. However,
many recent studies [27], [28] with state-of-the-art fabrication techniques have managed to reduce this contact resistance down to a very
small value ( 100 ) for bundle and multi-walled CNTs. This has
dramatically improved the viability of successful integration of CNTs
with CMOS technology. Fig. 2(b) shows the application performance
improvement for perfect contacts with negligible contact resistance
( 100 ). The applications now perform better with CNT global
interconnects because of their lower signal propagation delays. The
lower delays lead to more widely spaced and hence fewer pipeline
latches on global inter-cluster interconnects, resulting in global data
transfers taking fewer clock cycles. This improves overall application
performance. Among the applications, Ocean and Water-NSq have
a much smaller speedup compared to other applications, because
of fewer inter-cluster data transfers, which reduces the advantage of
having faster CNT global interconnects. On the other hand, the speedup
for Radix and FFT is lower than other applications because of the
smaller length of their global interconnects, which again reduces the
impact of faster CNT global interconnects on application performance.
Overall, MWCNT global buses provide the maximum speedup (up
to 1.982). SWCNT bundles and mixed SWCNT/MWCNT bundles
achieve speedups of up to 1.32 and 1.52, respectively.
Fig. 3 shows the change in communication architecture energy consumption (calculated using the methodology proposed by us in [29])
when CNT global interconnects are used instead of Cu global interconnects in the CMP applications. The communication architecture energy consumption shown accounts for energy consumed not just by
switching on the wires but also due to switching and leakage in the
latches and AXI interface logic. Since CNTs have a marginally lower
capacitance and require fewer pipeline stages compared to Cu global
interconnects, there is, in general, a reduction in energy consumption
(1%–11%). The magnitude of this reduction depends on complex interactions between data patterns within each application.
At first glance, the modest performance and energy improvements
over Cu interconnects may appear to be not so significant as to justify a migration to CNT-based interconnects in the future. However, in
the next section, we present results that indicate more significant CNT
gains with improvements in CNT fabrication technology.

Fig. 4. (a) SWCNT bundle and mixed bundle. (a) Delay speedup over Cu for
varying P . (b) Bandwidth density speedup over Cu for varying P .

C. Impact of MFP and CNT Metallic Density
Our experiments above assumed practical values for CNT metallic
density (Pm = 1=3) and mean free path ( = 1 m) while calculating performance and energy gains. The modest CNT bundle speedup
obtained above can be improved if breakthroughs in fabrication technology in the future allow for greater metallic density (Pm ) and longer
MFP lengths () for CNT bundles. Fig. 4(a) shows the interconnect
delay speedup over Cu for SWCNT bundles and mixed bundles, with
increasing values of metallic density Pm , from 0.3 (practical) to 1
(ideal), for a constant MFP  = 1 m. It can be seen that there is a
crossover point beyond which SWCNT bundle performance improves
upon mixed bundle performance. This is because as the metallic density increases, the mixed bundle has fewer metallic nanotubes than the
SWCNT bundle due to (relatively) large MWCNTs which prevent a
tight packing. The SWCNT bundle has more tightly packed and thus
more metallic tubes which improve conductivity and performance.
Fig. 4(b) shows a similar trend when bandwidth density of CNT
bundle interconnects is compared with Cu, for varying metallic densities. It is clear from the figure that SWCNT bundle bandwidth density is superior to that of Cu for metallic densities greater than 0.65.
SWCNT bundle bandwidth density also improves upon mixed bundle
bandwidth density for higher metallic densities, due to more tightly
packed metallic tubes. Figs. 5 and 6 show the combined performance
improvement for various configurations of metallic density (Pm ) and
MFP () lengths for the SWCNT bundle and mixed SWCNT/MWCNT
bundle interconnects, respectively.
As far as energy consumption is concerned, with increasing metallic
density, the capacitance of CNT bundle interconnects increases somewhat and approaches that of Cu interconnects. However, as the CNT
propagation delay is reduced with the increase in MFP length and
metallic density, the number of pipeline stages in long interconnects
is reduced, leading to a reduction in power dissipation and energy
consumption. Our experiments with the CMP applications indicated
a potential communication architecture energy saving of as much as
30% with the advances in fabrication technology discussed in this
section.
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Fig. 5. SWCNT bundle speedup over Cu.

Fig. 6. Mixed bundle speedup over Cu.

It is clear from the results in this section that increasing MFP length
and metallic densities can lead to a substantial improvement in delay
(and hence performance) speedup for CNT bundle interconnects—as
much as 4.92 for SWCNT bundles and up to 4.42 for mixed SWCNT/
MWCNT bundles. Simultaneously, energy consumption in the communication fabric can also be notably reduced. Improving CNT fabrication technology in order to achieve such performance and energy gains
is an area of tremendous research activity today [30], [31]. Already,
promising recent work has made a strong case for using arrays of CNT
interconnects integrated on top of silicon CMOS ICs [32].
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a comparative analysis of the performance and energy impact of using CNT-based global interconnects
over Cu for heterogeneous multi-core CMP applications. The experimental results indicate that while SWCNTs are not as suitable for
global interconnect buses due to their large ohmic resistance and very
high delays, global MWCNT buses can provide performance speedups
of up to 1.982 for CMP applications. Global interconnect buses implemented with SWCNT bundles and mixed bundles also lead to performance gains over Cu global buses of up to 1.32 and 1.52, respectively.
These gains can be significantly improved if the CNT MFP lengths
and metallic densities are increased with advances in fabrication technology that are actively being explored today.
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